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Abstract

V

Utility-based valuation methods are enjoying growing popularity among
researchers as a means to overcome the challenges in contingent claim
pricing posed by the many sources of market incompleteness. However,
we show that under the most common utility functions (including CARA
and CRRA), any realistic and actually practicable hedging strategy involving a possible short position has infinitely negative utility. We then
demonstrate for utility indifference prices (and also for the related so-called
utility-based (marginal) prices) how this problem leads to a severe divergence
between results obtained under the assumption of continuous trading
and realistic results. The combination of continuous trading and common
utility functions is thus not justified in these methods, raising the question
of whether and how results obtained under such assumptions could be
put to real-world use.
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Introduction

In recent years, utility indifference pricing, initially proposed by Hodges and
Neuberger (1989) and refined by Davis et al. (1993), has gained much attention
in the literature on pricing and hedging contingent claims (see Henderson and
Hobson (2009) for a survey). Utility indifference pricing employs the tools of
continuous time finance, combining the ideas of Black and Scholes (1973) and
utility theory. However, as we will demonstrate, the assumptions used by many
contributions miss an important step in the link between the idealistic model
and reality. Their results cannot be applied practically and it is unclear what
insight they could provide for practical problems.
There are several sub-strands of literature which are affected by our findings,
namely indifference pricing and hedging in incomplete markets in general,
including Barrieu and El Karoui (2009), Biagini and Frittelli (2005), CollinDufresne and Hugonnier (2007, 2013), Duffie et al. (1997), Frei and Schweizer
(2010), Grasselli and Hurd (2007), Henderson and Hobson (2011), Henderson
et al. (2014), Hu et al. (2005), Kramkov and Sîrbu (2006), Malamud et al. (2013),
Mania and Schweizer (2005), Musiela and Zariphopoulou (2004a,b), Rheinländer
and Steiger (2010), and Svensson and Werner (1993), and the duality methods for
the underlying optimization problem, including Becherer (2004), Delbaen et al.
(2002), Frittelli (2000a,b), İlhan et al. (2005), İlhan and Sircar (2006), Kabanov
and Stricker (2002), Kallsen and Rheinländer (2011), Monoyios (2006), and
Rouge and El Karoui (2000). Also contributions on trading restrictions and
substitute hedging, like basis risk, basket/index options, and real options,
including Becherer (2003), Davis (2006), Frei and Schweizer (2008), Henderson
(2002, 2007), Henderson and Hobson (2002a,b), Karatzas and Kou (1996), and
Monoyios (2004b) are subject to our results, as well as studies on employee
stock options (Grasselli and Henderson 2009; Henderson 2005; Leung and Sircar
2009a,b; Rogers and Scheinkman 2007) and on transaction costs in derivatives
pricing (Barles and Soner 1998; Constantinides and Zariphopoulou 1999; Davis
et al. 1993; Davis and Yoshikawa 2015; Davis and Zariphopoulou 1995; Hodges
and Neuberger 1989; Mohamed 1994; Monoyios 2003, 2004a).
Inspired by indifference pricing, and likewise affected, are contributions
on so-called utility-based prices, also known as neutral or shadow prices, and
their marginal version. Contributions not already mentioned above include
Hugonnier et al. (2005), Kallsen and Kühn (2004, 2006), Kramkov and Hugonnier
(2004), and Owen and Žitković (2009).
The assumption of continuous trading allowed Black and Scholes (1973)
to derive a unique option price based on arbitrage arguments that make no
assumptions about the market participants’ preferences. This ground-breaking
idea was developed further towards the concept of a complete market, in which
any derivative can be perfectly replicated by continuously trading in the underlyings and thus uniquely priced by arbitrage arguments (see e.g. Delbaen and
Schachermayer 1994).
Of course, in practice the time between two hedges is finite. Let us assume
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that for a practicable trading strategy, this time cannot be shorter than some δ > 0.
The idealistic assumption of continuous trading is justified by the fact that
a continuous strategy H can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy through
practicable strategies Hδ with smaller and smaller δ. The proceeds of the selffinancing strategy H in a market with discounted price process S are given by
the stochastic integral H · S , whose mere definition (see e.g. Bichteler 2002)
guarantees the existence of Hδ with Hδ ·S → H ·S as δ tends to zero. However,
stated differently, for very small values of δ the results do not depend on the
particular value of δ and its influence can be neglected. Therefore, working
in the limit δ → 0 is a justified means to achieving clearer and more general
results.
Another classical problem in quantitative finance is that of optimal intertemporal portfolio selection. What is optimal is determined by the investor’s preferences — even in complete markets — and is usually modelled using von Neumann–Morgenstern utility. Following the same rationale as above, the assumption of continuous trading is still very appealing and thus in widespread use
in the field initiated by Merton (1969, 1971)1, who pioneered in solving the
problem for continuous consumption and trading.
These two areas of research have long been considered as being quite distinct
from each other. However, in reality markets are not complete and the unique
price broadens into an entire range of arbitrage-free prices. It has been shown
in many cases, Davis and Clark (1994) and Soner et al. (1995) for proportional
transaction costs and Cvitanić et al. (1999) for unbounded stochastic volatility
that this range includes the trivial buy-and-hold strategy that dominates the
claim. These examples show that arbitrage-free pricing fails to explain the
substantially lower prices observed in options markets and a different pricing
methodology is needed.
Acknowledging that pricing of unhedgeable risk has to take the agent’s
preferences into account, Hodges and Neuberger (1989) proposed combining
the two above methods. After Davis et al. (1993) gave a rigorous treatment of
their idea, it slowly gathered traction and matured into what is known today as
(utility) indifference pricing and hedging. The agent following a hedging strategy
H assigns the expected utility
U(X; H) :

[u(H ·S + X)]

to every final wealth X, where u is her utility function. Being able to choose
hedging strategies from a given set of admissible strategies H the highest
achievable utility is:
U(X; H ) : sup U(X; H).
H∈H

Most of our results do not depend on a specific definition of H . We will
indicate whenever a specific definition is required.
1 See

Merton (1973a) and Sethi and Taksar (1988) for errata.
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The indifference buy price p  p(X, W; H ) ∈ R for a claim X is defined such
that the hedging agent with initial random endowment W is indifferent between
doing nothing and buying the claim for that price:
U(W + X − p; H )  U(W; H ).

(4.1)

A number b ∈ R is in the set of utility-based prices, B(X, W; H ), if it is optimal
not to trade the claim at price b:
U(W; H ) ≥ U(W + q(X − b); H ),

for all q ∈ R.

(4.2)

One typically looks at B(X, x + qX; H ) with initial wealth x ∈ R and initial
quantity q ∈ R in the claim X. Elements of B(X, x; H ) are called marginal prices
of X.
The contribution of this work is to raise and answer the question of whether
the assumption of continuous trading is still justified in this setting. As we will
argue in the next sections, the answer is no if u is exponential or u 0 approaches
∞ at some finite wealth. This concerns, for example, large part of HARA utility
functions (including the logarithmic limiting case) and thus a vast amount of
published literature on the topic. The results raise doubts about the use of such
utility functions for indifference pricing and related fields in general.
In section 4.2 we show that the assumption fails in cases where the optimal strategy includes shorting one or more assets. Interestingly, this is also
what differentiates Merton’s portfolio problem from indifference pricing: when
solving the problem of “lifetime portfolio selection”, negative excess returns or
negative equity risk premiums for risky assets would be considered implausible.
Thus, the optimal strategy is long. However, in indifference pricing the optimal
hedging strategy against a shorted put is short— in accordance with intuition
and other theories. Even though, both areas exhibit this problem on the formal
level, it only negatively impacts the practical relevance of the more recent theory
of indifference pricing.
Sections 4.3 and 4.4 use the example of a dynamically replicable claim to
demonstrate how indifference pricing and utility-based pricing, respectively, are
affected by the results in section 4.2. Section 4.5 discusses some failed resolutions
attempts and gives a first characterization of utility functions not suffering from
these difficulties. We conclude with section 4.6.

4.2

Failure of the continuous trading assumption

The discounted price process of the risky asset is given by S, a real valued semimartingale on a filtered probability space (Ω, F, {Ft }t≥0 , ) with F0  {Ø, Ω}.
A trading strategy H is an element of L(S), the set of predictable S-integrable
processes. The self-financing result of H is given by the stochastic integral H ·S .
Payoffs of claims are modeled by F-measurable random variables. Comparison
operators on random variables are understood in the -almost sure sense. We
will need the set of practicable hedging strategies P, where rebalancing happens
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at a finite number of fixed times and positions have to be closed if the wealth at
the time of trade drops below a certain negative threshold.
Definition 4.1 (Practicable hedging strategies). A strategy H ∈ L(S) is in P, if
there exists an increasing finite sequence of fixed times {t i } ⊂ [0, ∞) and an M ∈ R,
such that
Õ
H
h i 1(t i ,t i+1 ] ,
i

where for any i, h i is an Ft i -measurable random variable, and
H ·S t i ≤ −M ⇒ h i  0

(4.3)

holds almost surely. (S tt i : Smin(t i ,t) is the price process stopped at t i .)
By keeping in mind that the above definition includes strategies of several
billion possible trades per second, it is obvious that our definition of practicable
strategies is in no way a restriction of what is actually possible in practice.
It is also this concept of practicable strategies that is used in academic
publications and text books to motivate the definition and use of continuoustime concepts.
Remark 4.1. We leave it to future research to extend the following arguments to
handle a more general definition of P, where trades happen at stopping times
and the minimal time between two trades is finite.
The restriction in eq. (4.3) was introduced to exclude so-called doubling or
martingale strategies. It is far less restrictive than margin requirements found
in practice which are constantly monitored and enforced and usually limit the
position size to a multiple of the available collateral.
Remark 4.2. Pricing theories, where continuous trading is allowed, exclude such
unwanted strategies by the definition of H , which usually requires H · S t to
be bounded from below for all t. For practicable strategies, however, this is
too restrictive, as it would disallow any short position. Only the (unrealistic)
assumption of continuous trading makes it possible to limit the unbounded risk
of a short position.
Furthermore, we define the set S of practicable hedging strategies that
include a possible short position.
Definition 4.2. S  {H ∈ P | ∃ t : (Ht < 0) > 0}
For the rest of this section, we make the following assumption about the
utility function and market model which covers many common settings and is
enough to prove the failure without much effort.
Assumption 4.1. We assume the utility function, u : R → R, is a concave and
non-decreasing function. Furthermore, we assume one of the following cases:
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Case 1. (a) u(x)  −e −γx for some γ > 0 and
(b) the distribution of the stock price has heavy right tails, i.e.
lim e λx (S t > x|Fs )  ∞, for any λ > 0 and t > s.

x→∞

Case 2. (a) u satisfies the Inada condition
lim u 0(x)  ∞ for some B ∈ R
x↓B

and (b) S t − S s is unbounded for any t > s > 0.
Remark 4.3 (Case 1). Condition (b) is even satisfied for log-normally distributed
S t . As a consequence, practically all continuous-time models and models for
stock returns used in literature possess heavy tails in the sense of Case 1(b).
Empirical evidence suggests (Ibragimov et al. 2015) that the distributions
of the logarithms of returns are heavy tailed, a requirement going much further
than the above condition.
Remark 4.4 (Case 2). Utility functions covered by Case 2(a) include, among
others, all utility functions with hyperbolic absolute risk aversion (HARA) and
exponent γ ∈ (−∞, 1):
u(x) 

1
((x − B)γ − 1).
γ

(4.4)

In the limit γ → 0, this also includes the logarithmic utility function u(x) 
ln(x − B). Setting B  0 yields utility functions with constant relative risk
aversion (CRRA), also called isoelastic utility functions.
All of these functions have domains D ⊆ [B, ∞). We will use their unique
concave extensions given by u  −∞ on R\D. Without extension, the original
utility functions could not be used at all due to the possibility of unbounded
losses incurred by short positions in the underlying. Of course, such an extension
does not alter any pre-existing results.
The core of the problem is that under Assumption 4.1, any practicable
strategy with possible short positions has infinitely negative utility.
Theorem 4.1. Consider a payoff X, bounded from above, and a strategy H ∈ S. If
U(X; H)  [u(H ·S + X)] exists, then its value is −∞.
Proof. The expectation of a random variable Y taking values in R is defined (e.g.
by Doob 1994, VI.4.) as [Y + ]− [Y − ], if one of these non-negative expectations is
finite, where Y ± : max(±Y, 0). Thus, it suffices to show [u(H ·S + X)− ]  ∞.
Without loss of generality, we assume the strategy is short on (0, τ], with
Hτ  −h for some real h > 0. Other cases can be handled by taking expectations
conditioned on the instant of time of opening the first short position.
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Now take an arbitrary real number x > M/h + S0 with M from Definition 4.1
and prove:
[u(H ·S + X)− ] ≥



1Sτ >x u(h(S0 − S τ ) + X)−

≥



1Sτ >x u(h(S0 − x) + sup X)−

 u h(S0 − x) + sup X

−




(S τ > x).

(4.5)

The first inequality uses the fact that Y ≥ 1Sτ >x Y for any positive Y. Furthermore, it applies the restriction from eq. (4.3): If S τ > x, then H·S τ  h(S0 − S τ ) <
−M and thus all hedging positions after τ are zero. The second inequality uses
the monotonicity of u − together with X ≤ sup X and h(S0 − S τ ) < h(S0 − x), if
S τ > x.
Taking the limit x → ∞ of eq. (4.5) in Case 1 yields due to sup X < ∞:
[u(H ·S + X)− ] ≥ e −γ(hS0 +sup X) lim e γhx (S τ > x)  ∞.
x→∞

In Case 2 due to sup X < ∞, we can choose an x such that h(S0 −x)+sup X < B
and thus u(h(S0 − x) + sup X)−  ∞ by u’s concavity (see also Remark 4.4). The
unboundedness of S τ implies (S τ > x) > 0 and consequently eq. (4.5) proves
[u(H ·S + X)− ]  ∞.

Remark 4.5. Theorem 4.1 considers only X that are bounded from above, which
includes, for example, the common cases of long or short put options and short
call options.
A more general version would complicate the proof. In particular applications, however, the requirement of boundedness can be significantly relaxed
without much effort. Theorem 4.1 holds as long as X does not exhibit asymptotic
long exposure in the asset S, ensuring that X does not effectively neutralize a
short hedging position for large values of S.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 is that short strategies are practically forbidden for the agent and excluded from the utility optimization over
any set H of hedging strategies, that is
U(X; H )  U(X; H \ S).

(4.6)

Theorem 4.1 contradicts the fact that short positions are used in practice and
consequently Assumption 4.1 has to be rejected.
Furthermore, it implies that the assumption of continuous trading is not
justified: Consider a continuous strategy H ∈ L(S) that has a positive probability
of a short position. Any sensible practicable approximation K ∈ P of this strategy
will then be an element of S and thus have infinitely negative utility.
This affects, for example, the standard approximation for strategies with
continuous paths, as used in Monoyios (2004b):
K ·S 

Õ

Ht i S t i+1 − S t i , for some (t i ) ∈ Rn .



i
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In fact, approximating the optimal continuous-time strategy has strictly lower
utility than the zero strategy:
U(X; 0) > U(X; K),

( −∞, by Theorem 4.1).

Or stated differently: the agent will always prefer not to hedge at all.
In summary, results obtained under Assumption 4.1 and the assumption of
continuous trading are disconnected from what is possible in reality.

4.3

Implications for indifference pricing

In this section, we give simple examples that explicitly demonstrate how things
can go wrong under Assumption 4.1 and why neither the price nor the hedging
strategy derived under the continuous trading assumption have any meaning
for an agent limited to practicable strategies.
For demonstration purposes, we price and hedge dynamically replicable
contingent claims. It is well known, that under the assumption of continuous
trading (with a suitable H ) the utility indifference price of a replicable claim
equals the arbitrage-free price for a broad range of utilities.2
In this section, we will use the optimal strategy with claim, H ∗ (X; H ) and
without a claim, Z(H ), defined by
U(0; H )  U(0; Z(H ))  U(X − p(X, 0; H ); H ∗ (X; H )).

4.3.1

General observations

The following notation will be employed: the replicable claim’s payoff is given by
∆·S + q, where q is the arbitrage-free price and ∆ the replicating strategy, which
is an element of the set of admissible continuous trading strategies H ⊆ L(S).
We assume that q equals the continuous-trading utility indifference price.
Physical reality and eq. (4.6) limit the set of admissible strategies to a subset
of practicable long-only strategies K ⊆ H ∩ P \ S. Replacing H by K in eq. (4.1)
will yield practicable optimal strategies and prices that substantially differ from
their theoretical counterparts.
The following examples need a simple consequence of Jensen’s inequality.
Lemma 4.1. For any set A ⊆ {H ∈ L(S) |
Proof. U(0; 0) ≤ U(0; A)  supH∈A
U(0; 0).

[H ·S ] ≤ 0} it holds U(0; 0)  U(0; A).

[u(H ·S )] ≤ supH∈A u( [H ·S ]) ≤ u(0) 



In our first example, we assume zero initial wealth, W1 : 0, and a claim
X1 : ∆·S + q bounded from above, ∆ ≥ 0 and that the stock has zero excess
return. Lemma 4.1 entails Z(H )  Z(K )  0 and thus H ∗ (X1 ; H )  −∆, which
2 For

an early proof see Davis et al. (1993, Theorem 1), or for a more recent presentation
Becherer (2003, eq. (3.8)), who calls this elementary no-arbitrage consistency.
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is negative and by Theorem 4.1 every practicable approximation will have
infinitely negative utility. Therefore, in practice it is favorable not to hedge at all.
Furthermore, due to this impossibility to hedge, p 1 : p(X1 , W1 ; H )  q is too
high. If u is strictly concave, the agent pays too much and strictly decreases her
utility when buying the option. We state this result which follows from eq. (4.6)
and a strict version of Jensen’s inequality without proof:
U(X1 − p 1 ; K )  sup

[u((∆ + H)·S )] < u(0)  U(0; K ).

(4.7)

H∈K

However, the continuous-trading buy price is not always too high. Take, for
example, the indifference price for closing the current risky position X1 . In this
case, we have an initial portfolio W2 : X1 − p 1 and a payoff X2 : −X1 . The
continuous-trading price is of course p2 : p(X2 , W2 ; H )  −p 1 . For the realistic
agent, this price is too low. By closing the position, she is able to eliminate the
unhedgeable risk in her current portfolio. With eq. (4.7), we can see that buying
X2 for p 2 strictly increases the agent’s utility:
U(W2 + X2 − p 2 ; K )  U(0; K ) > U(X1 − p 1 ; K )  U(W2 ; K ).
Another example, where buying a claim for the continuous indifference
price improves the realistic agent’s situation, i.e. where the continuous-trading
price is again too low, is that of negative excess returns of the stock.
In this case, the optimal continuous strategy Z(H ) is short and the optimal
practicable strategy is Z(K )  0 by Lemma 4.1. Now consider the claim with
payoff X3 : Z(H ) · S . Of course, its arbitrage-free price is zero and thus
p(X3 , 0; H )  0. However, buying this claim for 0 establishes the optimal short
exposure which was not previously available to the practicable agent and thus
strictly increases her utility. See Example 4.2 for concrete results in a log-normal
model.
The assumption of continuous trading does not fail in situations in which
the optimal continuous strategy on both sides of eq. (4.1) is long. One example
is the situation where one put is sold from a portfolio whose optimal hedging
position is long and only slightly reduced by the sale of one put. See Example 4.3
for concrete results in a log-normal model.

4.3.2

Concrete examples

For all of the following examples, we assume a risk-free rate of zero (r  0), an
agent with exponential utility (u(x)  −e −γx , with γ  0.01), no initial portfolio
(W  0) and that the asset price follows a geometric Brownian motion with
return µ:



σ2
S t  S0 exp µ −
t + σB t .
2
We use the usual H  {H ∈ L(S) | H ·S bounded from below} and K 
H ∩ P \ S. This market is arbitrage-free with a unique martingale measure 
and the corresponding risk-neutral expectation  .
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Example 4.1. In the first example, we calculate the sell price of a put on GOOGL
with payoff X  (550 − ST )+ at a current stock price of S0  600, with µ  0 and
√
σ T  0.25. Lemma 4.1 implies Z(H )  Z(K )  0. The continuous-trading
indifference sell price is given by the risk-neutral expectation of the payoff,
−p(−X, 0; H )   [X] ≈ 35.61, and the optimal strategy −∆ is given by the
Black and Scholes (1973) delta for a put, i.e. short. Hence as in eq. (4.7), the
optimal practicable strategy is zero and the indifference sell price is:
− p(−X, 0; K ) 

1 U(−X; K )
1 U(−X; 0)
1
ln
 ln
 ln
γ
γ
U(0;
0)
γ
U(0; K )



e γX ≈ 58.50.



Example 4.2. In the second example, we assume that every trading strategy
H ∈ H is constant after a fixed time T, and take a look at the Hamilton-JacobiBellman equation for U(0; H ). Davis et al. (1993, eq. (4.30)) derive the optimal
strategy:
µ
Z(H )t 
.
(4.8)
γσ 2 S t
This strategy replicates a claim with payoff X : Z(H )·S 

µ T
γ 2



+

1
σ2



ln SST0 and

optimal practicable utility U(X; K )  U(X; 0), which can be seen from:
U(X; 0) ≤ U(X; K ) ≤ U(X; H )  U(0; H )  U(0; Z(H ))  U(X; 0).
The continuous indifference price of this claim is p(X, 0; H )   [X]  0.
However, in the case µ < 0 and thus Z(H ) < 0 and by Lemma 4.1 Z(K )  0, its
practicable indifference price is strictly positive:
p(X, 0; K ) 

−1 U(X; K ) −1 U(X; 0) −1

ln
ln

ln
γ
γ
U(0; 0)
γ
U(0; K )



e −γX 



µ2 T
> 0.
2σ2 γ

Example 4.3. This time we assume a positive excess return µ > 0. According
to eq. (4.8), the optimal strategy without any payoff is positive. The optimal
continuous trading strategy after selling x put options with exercise price K
is given by H : H ∗ (−x(K − ST )+ ; H )  Z(H ) − xδ, where δ is the Black and
Scholes (1973) delta of the put. Simple analysis shows that H ≥ 0 if and only if
µ
x ≤ γσ2 K : x ∗ . Consequently, only then can both Z(H ) and H be approximated
by practicable strategies and the results obtained under the assumption of
continuous trading carry over to the practicable case.
Assuming µ  5%, σ  25%, and K  550, we obtain x ∗ ≈ 0.15, i.e. when
selling more than that fraction of a put, the continuous trading price will differ
from the practicable price.
We conclude with the observation that optimal continuous strategies and
the corresponding indifference prices are not relevant for a realistic agent.
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4.4

Implications for utility-based pricing

As in the previous section, we will look at dynamically replicable claims. Under
the continuous trading assumption (with a suitable H ) the utility-based price
of a replicable claim X is unique and given by the claim’s arbitrage-free price
(c.f. Kramkov and Hugonnier 2004):
B(X, W; H )  {

 [X]}.

Under Assumption 4.1, this theoretical result is violated for a practical hedger,
with strategies K ⊆ P ∪ {0}, in various settings, two of which we will give here
as examples. In the first setting, let us assume that the optimal hedge against a
non-negative number of claims with payoff given by X is not to hedge at all, i.e.
U(x + qX; K )  U(x + qX; 0), if q ≥ 0.

(4.9)

Then, the following Theorem proves that utility-based prices for realistic agents
with strictly concave u holding positive quantities of a claim are strictly lower
than the claim’s physical expectation value and thus for replicable claims strictly
lower than the continuous trading result from above, whenever [X] ≤  [X].
Theorem 4.2. If a claim X satisfies eq. (4.9), then for any real x and q > 0 it holds
sup B(X, x + qX; K ) ≤ c with
c≡

1 −1
u
q



u(x + qX)





−x ≤

[X].

If u is strictly concave, the last inequality becomes “<”.
Proof. c ≤ [X] holds due to Jensen’s inequality or the corresponding strict
version for strictly concave u. Using eq. (4.9) and u’s strict monotonicity, we
can for any b > c derive a violation of eq. (4.2), which proves that (c, ∞] *
B(X, x + qX; K ):
U(x +qX; K ) 



u(x + qX)  u(x +qc) < u(x +qb)  U(x +qX −q(X −b); K ).




Example 4.4 (Closing a short put position). In the exponential utility setting
from Example 4.1 consider an agent holding one shorted put. The marginal
price with continuous trading is B(X, −X; H )  {  [X]} ≈ {35.61}. Yet, using
the substitution X → −X, Theorem 4.2 provides a lower bound for B(X, −X; K )
of c ≈ 58.50. The exact value (given without proof) is significantly higher:
B(X, −X; K )  { [u 0(−X)X]/ [u 0(−X)]} ≈ {87.95}.
In the second setting, we assume negative excess returns of all market assets,
a certain smoothness of u at the current wealth level and a given set of practicable
strategies, K ⊆ P ∪ {0}. The following theorem and example show that in
this case the marginal price of any bounded (not necessarily replicable) claim
is given by its physical expectation, which is again a large deviation from the
continuous trading result.
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Theorem 4.3. If [H ·S ] ≤ 0 for all H ∈ K , and u 0 exists at x, then B(X, x; K ) 
{ [X]} for all bounded X.
Proof. Due to

[H ·S ] ≤ 0, Jensen’s inequality and u’s monotonicity, we have

U(x + q(X − b); K ) ≤ u(x + q( [X] − b)),

for all q ∈ R,

and U(x; K )  u(x). This shows, that b  [X] fulfills eq. (4.2). Now define
f (q) ≡ U(x + q(X − b); 0). Boundedness of X allows us to interchange limit and
expectation:
f (q) − f (0)
lim

q→0
q





d
u(x + q(X − b)) q0  u 0(x)( [X] − b).
dq

For every b , [X] this limit is different from 0. Hence, there is some q, such that
U(x + q(X − b); K ) ≥ f (q) > f (0)  U(x; K ), proving that b violates eq. (4.2). 
Example 4.5 (Marginal put price under exponential utility). Due to Theorem 4.1,
a realistic agent cannot short the stocks and thus cannot profit from falling
stock prices. However, she can achieve short exposure through put options, and
consequently purchasing them even for considerably more than the arbitragefree price will improve her situation. In the setting of Example 4.4, but with
µT  −0.08, the marginal price with continuous trading is again B(X, x; H ) 
{  [X]} ≈ {35.61}, yet Theorem 4.3 gives B(X, x; K )  { [X]} ≈ {52.99}.
In analogy to the last section, we demonstrated utility-based prices obtained
under the assumption of that continuous trading are too far off to be relevant
for realistic agents.

4.5

Discussion

In this section, we address the question of whether there is an easy solution to
the problem and give the answer: No.
The first attempt is to employ an economic argument to make the region
in which the net position is never short— as in Example 4.3— large enough to
cover the cases of interest. Still, outside this region it will always abruptly fail,
even in dynamically complete markets. For a pricing and hedging theory this is
not satisfactory.
Another attempt is to limit the unbounded losses of short positions through
some stopping mechanism. If a stopping time τ exists such that the stopped
process S τ is bounded, then any practicable strategy in S τ would have finite
utility. How can the agent trade in the S τ ? Of course, it can be replicated using
a continuous trading strategy and its arbitrage-free price at time t equals S tτ .
However, under Assumption 4.1 such a strategy is not practicable, neither for
the agent nor for the possible issuer of S τ . The reason for this is that τ can be
shorter than any fixed time which also lies at the heart of the problem discussed
in this paper. While such products exist in practice (like guaranteed stops or
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barrier options with knock-out features), they do not resolve the issue. The only
scenario in which the spread offered on S τ enables the agent to approximate
a continuous strategy in S, is one where Assumption 4.1 does not hold for the
issuer of S τ . Thus, nothing is gained and the problem not resolved.
u(x)
x

Figure 4.1: Capped exponential utility function.

If limiting the losses is not possible, one alternative could be arguing the fact
that an upper bound on the losses always exists, e.g. through limited liability
cooperations. Thus, the actor’s utility cannot fall below a certain level which
effectively corresponds to the situation depicted in Figure 4.1. Such a bound,
however, breaks the concavity of the utility function and thus contradicts the
risk aversion of the agent, as shown in the following example.
Assume a non-hedging agent is pricing a payoff f with a rare but severe
possible loss event, ( f  10.010)  99.9% and ( f  −10 000)  0.1%. Although f has zero expectation, its indifference price under a utility function
+
u(x)  −e −(x ) is p  10.010.
One might ask why the existence of numerical algorithms for continuous
trading results does not contradict our findings. After all, most numerical
methods like PDE or tree methods somehow discretize the trading strategy (e.g.
with mesh size δt) and thus describe a practicable hedging strategy, yet they
yield finite results contrary to Theorem 4.1. The reason lies in the additional
discretization of the state space (δS) which implies that cases 1(b) and 2(b)
from Assumption 4.1 do not apply and the infinities of Theorem 4.1 do not
occur. The finite continuum value is then obtained through a simultaneous limit
(δS, δt) → 0. Applying such methods to the practicable case requires keeping
δt fixed in the limit δS → 0. This limit diverges for short strategies and thus the
numerical scheme will again produce the analytically correct, albeit problematic
result of −∞.
Last, we would like to address the reports of the seemingly good performance
achieved by hedging strategies obtained under Assumption 4.1 (e.g. Mohamed
1994; Monoyios 2004a,b). In these studies, the distribution of the hedging error
of different hedging strategies is compared on the basis of statistics such as
mean, standard deviation and median. However, first optimizing the utility
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of the strategy and then looking at another performance measure defeats the
purpose. Even if a utility optimizing strategy outperforms others, there will
always be a better strategy: the optimal strategy under the measure of interest.
Besides this fundamental problem, the strategies considered in these studies
are practicable approximations to the optimal continuous strategy. By Theorem 4.1, such a strategy has infinitely negative utility, if it contains a short
position. Still, considering the implementation of such a strategy— e.g. as suggested by the studies above— implies that the agent simply does not have the
postulated utility function.
We deem the transition to more suitable functions inevitable. More specifically, a utility function u should not exclude realistic behavior and ideally
allow results obtained under the assumption of continuous trading to be applied practically. Obviously, to fulfill these requirements, u must not satisfy
Assumption 4.1.
In addition to this necessary condition, we provide a sufficient condition
in a simple setting. In accordance with intuition, u has to be defined on R and
should not fall too fast as the wealth approaches negative infinity. Indeed, if S
is a square integrable martingale, e.g. a geometric Brownian motion with no
drift, it is sufficient for u to have a bounded left derivative. In this case, for any
square integrable, replicable claim X there exists a sequence of simple processes
{q n }n that achieve the expected utility of a perfect hedge:
U(X; q n ) −−−−→ u(
n→∞

 [X]).

(4.10)

To see this, we resort to the definition of the stochastic integral, which ensures the
existence of a sequence of simple processes {q n }n such that Yn ≡ X−  [X]+q n·S
converges in mean square to zero. Now, if the upper bound of u’s left derivative
is given by C, then due to u’s concavity and monotonicity, we get |u(a) − u(b)| ≤
C|a − b| and thus
|U(X; q n ) − u(

 [X])|

≤



|u(X + q n ·S ) − u(

 [X])|



≤ C [|Yn |] −→ 0.

p

One utility function with a bounded derivative is u(x)  kx − 1 + (kx)2
for any k > 0. The parameter k determines the absolute risk aversion at x 
0. This function exhibits a growing relative risk aversion for positive wealth,
asymptotically approaches a constant relative risk aversion coefficient with value
2, and thus makes an economically viable candidate.

4.6

Conclusion

While utility indifference pricing and hedging as well as the so-called utilitybased pricing are fruitful approaches in conquering the challenges of incomplete
markets, we believe this work demonstrates that the use of utility functions that
satisfy Assumption 4.1 contradicts even the most basic practical observations.
This has demonstrable consequences for the practical applicability of results
obtained under the assumptions of continuous trading. Even if mathematically
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elegant results rely on the simplicity of these utility functions, we plead for a
replacement by more realistic ones.
While the last section should serve as a starting point in that matter, the
broader question of general practical applicability of indifference and utilitybased pricing will intimately depend on the combination of admissible strategies,
the utility function, the price dynamics, the payoff and finally the kind of result
to be applied and is left to further research.
We conclude with the managerial implication that the practical implementation of hedging strategies derived from continuous-time utility indifference
pricing under Assumption 4.1 leads to far from optimal behavior.
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